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Family Learning, Learner “L” – “My Story” 

I am from the Middle East. I started my journey of education when I came to UK in 2007. 

 

I started studying from low levels as low as entry levels. I studied English from entry level three then progressed to level one. I did a variety of 

different subjects like level one in health and social care, level one in childcare, level one in ICT . I was looking for my path and which direction I 

should  take. I never gave up on myself. Along the way I used to hear lots of discouraged voices but it never stopped me. I kept going, till I 

found the right direction.  

 

I started doing level one in interpreting then level two and three. I was hoping to gain my level two qualification so desperately in English, I tried 

to go to a College but there was no space in the day so they have decided to put me for evening classes, I couldn't because of family 

commitments. I had found another class offering  level two in English, I couldn't finish it because of health issues. I was so eager to do level 

two, I went and did an Access course in Art and Language with Open University, but I was still looking for a place to offer level two in English. I 

will tell you the reason why - everywhere I went they were asking for qualification in English, any kind of job, "how good is your English?" .  

I was looking to do it online, then Ley Top primary school started running Functional Skills in English, I was over the moon, at last my chance to 

finish what I have started. I went for it and finished my level two in English with Skills for Work. 

The  course  environment was  amazing , you could get all the support and advice you needed. I have enjoyed every minute, I have met great 

people. The tutor was incredible, so patient, always ready to help and direct all the time. The atmosphere was fantastic, safe. friendly. The way 

was full of trials and challenges , it was never easy. There were days I nearly gave up but despite that I have kept going. Like everybody I have 

family responsibilities and children to look after. 

 

I want to tell you the best part, after I have finished level two in English, I created my own CV. I decided to upload it on a website called 

proze.com. I was so excited about my CV, the great news kept coming in, I was offered roles… but there was one more step to take. 

After finishing my level two in English, I have decided to go for the big dream, which is level six Community Interpreting. I applied for it but the 

costs  of the course were so expensive, I couldn't afford to pay. I decided to apply for a grant but they needed a reference.  I decided to ask my 

level two English teacher, from Skills for Work. She agreed straight away, what a wonderful person . The  reference that she wrote was 

fantastic and I am now enrolled on the course. It has taken me 14 years but I have got to where I want to be. 



 

 

Family Learning Case Study – Learner “M” 

Course studied with Skills for 
Work? 

English  Level 1&2 

Where did you study with Skills 
for Work?  

I studied in school and from home, working on online classes. 

Why did you choose Skills for 
Work for your course? 

I chose Skills for Work, to improve and get back into my education. At a young age I had to drop out of 
education for personal  reasons, which I missed  out on studying.  

What have you taken from the 
course/training so far? 
 

From this course I’ve taken more than I expected. Not only knowledge wise, but also in myself. The lack of 
self-esteem  I had, I’ve become more confident in speaking out in the class, understanding more in 
punctuation ,spelling  and grammar. Also I have met beautiful and inspiring ladies, from different 
backgrounds but all aiming for the same knowledge.  

How have you progressed or 
plan to progress following your 
course? 

Currently I’m working in a primary school, as a LTS. 
I would like to work alongside children in a classroom, who need to work more independently in their 
education.  
 

Would you recommend Skills for 
Work to others?  Please explain 
why 
 

Yes, I would recommend Skills for Work to my other colleagues and friends.  
When I started this course, I had basic knowledge of English and Maths and less confidence in myself. I 
could read but didn’t understand any advanced words, even though I’m still learning new words and their 
meanings, too much knowledge to access. 
This course gave me more interest  in studying and learning  more in English . 

Any additional comments 
 
  

I would like to say Thank you to my tutor not only she is my teacher in English but also as understanding a 
friend as I could ask for. 
She always encouraged me in my low days ,when my anxiety was on higher level. Any work which  she 
gave us I didn’t understood, she broke it down for me ,so i knew what I had to do . 

 


